Empire Windrush
The reporting of the arrival of the Windrush with its carriage of 492 Jamaicans is now so ubiquitous that, as Paul Carter suggests-with reference to another historical arrival of Cook's landing at Botany Bay-'the spatial event is replaced by a historical stage'. 2 Curiously, a history of mobility is in danger of becoming immutable. I would like to suggest that the figuring of the Windrush as a symbolic arrival of the Other is a product of at least three archives. No considered interpretation of the Windrush is possible without influence from and reaction to all three archives. The meaning of the event is as much produced in the form of its construction as it is through its content, so that the histories produced are not only selective, but indicative of a specific cultural imagination. I would also wish to caution against an absolute separation between the suggested archives. I propose instead that the archives are by degrees mutually constitutional.
The first archive we might call historical and is located in the text and images of documentary evidence. This archive allows us to establish the 'facts' of the Windrush such that we can reach a broad consensus on the place and time of arrival, the geographical trajectory and history of the vessel, and the number and nationalities of the passengers. Contemporary documentation, such as the ship's passenger log and newspapers from the time provide a textual access to the event subject, but inevitably leads to ambiguity and fallibility, depending on the physical condition of the text and the conditions of textuality.
The second archive is constituted by cultural memory and imagination, is not divorced from history, and is sympathetic to the British post-war postcolonial immigrations. While this archive is sensitive to and enthusiastic about the long historical presence of black and Asian people within Britain's borders, it also wishes to emphasise a transition from a limited and fragile presence in the pre-war years to a significant and fundamentally unassimilable presence, signalled by the arrival of the Windrush in 1948.
The third archive responds to a reactionary nationalism. Again, this archive is produced by cultural memory and imagination. While an amnesia surrounding an early presence of black and Asian migrants dating back hundreds of years may be nurtured, an emphasis redolent of the second archive is placed on the post-war arrivals who must be either excluded or assimilated rather than celebrated. I will consider that the reference to the historical initially unsettles, but ultimately confirms, the symbolic significance accorded the arrival of the Windrush.
In the essay 'The Pioneers: Fifty Years of Caribbean Migration to Britain', Caryl Phillips suggests that early Caribbean migrants were travelling as a generation of people who often thought of themselves as intimately linked with their destination; they felt 'a profound affiliation to the land which lay before them'. 3 With 'high unemployment, low wages, and chronic lack of opportunity' at home, they travelled with hopes and expectations of cultural acceptance and economic advancement. 4 Their appearance on the horizon therefore assumes heroic qualities:
I have imagined the scene many times. We are in the late 1940s, or in the 1950s, or even in the early 1960s. Crowds of young West Indians are peering from the deck of a ship, eagerly securing their first view of the white cliffs of Dover. Before them lies a new land and a new future. At the moment of that first sighting I imagine that their dominant emotion would have been that of a profound sense of loss, for clearly they knew that it would be many years before they would return home to loved ones and familiar landscapes. A significant page in the narrative of their young lives was being turned; people and places were being confined to an earlier chapter. These emigrants were chained now to the future. A future in Britain. And, of course, they expected. 5 There is a certain singularity about the appearance of these West Indians. Though Phillips historicizes, the 1940s, '50s, and '60s become synchronous; the imagination here homogenises and obscures. Though this is no doubt appropriate in trying to imagine the disparate arrivals of sometimes only a few dozen migrants as a coherent moment of profound cultural change, this moment was actually composed of temporally and spatially distinct events collectively producing a sociohistorical trend. Phillips's account includes the crowds aboard not only the Windrush, but other ships-the Orbita, the Reina del Pacifico, and the Georgic among others. Many of these ships would have never seen the southeast coast of England during the course of their voyage, yet in Phillips's account, they encounter the white cliffs of Dover en masse. 6 Phillips's text symbolically describes a clash between competing geographical imaginations. In Small Acts, Paul Gilroy suggests that in the post-war era, racism finds its expression through cultural differences identified by the symbols and practices of nationalism. A 'populist' 7 racism excludes black Britain from the 'true' markers of national belonging constructed out of the symbols and practices of the Blitz spirit, 8 the national flag, 9 traditional schooling, 10 and adherence to English law. 11 It would in no way overextend this list to include the white cliffs of Dover among these symbols of national identity, since this is also, of course, a very real geological formation that happens to mark a national border. Symbolically, as this homogenised and unreal mass of migrants encounters a reactionary nationalist imaginary, the predicted sense of homecoming is replaced by one of loss. 12 More frequently than any other, this moment is metonymically narrated through the history of the Windrush; as Mike Phillips and Trevor Phillips acknowledge, 'the moment of arrival captured by the Windrush has become a symbol for all those occasions when we, or any of the other black people who have become part of the British nation, stepped off our separate gangplanks'. 13 I would like to suggest that the shorthand symbolic usage of the Windrush tends towards the monadic. Moreover, the historical archive is inconsistent with the current treatment of the event, though ultimately these inconsistencies serve to assert the significance and weight of the Windrush as a culturally imagined moment of arrival.
To take an example that assumes many of the most common aspects of the reporting of this history, John McLeod reports that the 'SS Empire Windrush […] docked at Tilbury on 22 June 1948, with 492 Caribbean migrants aboard seeking a new life in London'.
14 This is not in any way an exceptional claim; rather, it is typical. It seems to record verifiable historical fact. However, the reported date, location, number of passengers, and even the syntax of the statement detach themselves from any particular instance of authorship, as each is repeated across the pages of various cultural texts, which are produced by historians, literary critics, and cultural theorists. This cumulative sedimentation of fact is sometimes homogenised further by the inclusion of additional details that stress the migrants' nationality as singularly Jamaican and their gender as exclusively male. I cite several examples from that archive of cultural memory sympathetic to those post-war arrivals: 'on 22 June 1948, the SS Empire Windrush docked at Tilbury and discharged 492 Jamaican migrants'; 15 Newspapers from the time vary in their estimates; the Daily Express counts '450 Jamaican men' on 21 June, 39 and Peter Fryer, at the time a journalist for the Daily Worker, rounds this number up to '500 Jamaicans' two days later. 40 The Times on 23 June, however, appears to be the first to pinpoint the 492. 41 The iteration of this figure marks a transformation of the event from a collection of multiple individual histories to a composite, symbolic, imagined, and monadic moment of arrival. The figure, repeated across these pages, ceases to only occupy its cardinal position to mark quantity. The number instead comes to stand metonymically for a myth of post-war migration, thus permitting a range of equally symbolic readings of the event. As an example, these imagined 492 economic migrants from Jamaica, all men, provide an ironic counterpoint to Doreen Massey's thinking on the construction of home. Massey contends that the female 'Other' is seen in opposition to the invariably male figure of the explorer, 'setting out to discover and change the world'. 42 The myth of the Windrush migrants both mimics and opposes such thinking; yes, these (imagined) immigrants are all men, but their motives for, and direction of, travel undermine a figuring of them as patriarchal explorers in the traditional sense. In fact, in Massey's own words, they represent 'the arrival in one form or another of the "Other"'. 43 It is thus that Wendy Webster is able to critique a patriarchal model of travel by acknowledging the presence onboard the Windrush of the 'woman stowaway-Averilly Wauchope, a dressmaker from Kingston'. 44 Although Webster, an academic in women's history, does not pursue a theoretical reading of the stowaway, this named female critiques the standard model employed in reporting the ship's arrival within the imagined history of the Windrush. This detail challenges both the gendering of travel discourse and the writings of cultural theorists who do not look beyond the 492 Jamaican men. The story of Averilly Wauchope becomes a history of the marginalised within the marginalised, which would seem to both confirm and challenge the dominant myth. Not only is Wauchope in a minority, but she is hidden, confirming the pioneer visibly as a male figure. However, her presence also challenges the accepted mythology, by revealing Wauchope as a repressed dynamic in the reporting of, or imagining of, the event. This of course should not be confused with a female recuperation of power in the history of economic migration.
However, this reading of Wauchope and the monadic immutability of the 492 are unsettled by returning to the historical archive. The often repeated 'facts' of the Windrush, including the date of the vessel's arrival, the gendering of the migrants, the uncomplicated route of the Windrush from Kingston to Tilbury, the names and number of stowaways, and most significantly, the number and nationalities of the migrants on board are all disturbed by reference to the passenger log, government papers, and newspapers from the time. To begin with an item that seems relatively trivial-though of course through repetition these facts assert themselves as anything but trivial-the date of arrival on the passenger log is marked '21' rather than '22 June', suggesting a night in port before disembarkation. 45 The final entries in the log also reveal that the stowaway, Wauchope, had company; Samuel Johnson from Trinidad had also managed to board without paying. Through this initial reading of the log, then, the neat symbolic reading of Averilly Wauchope as repressed female dynamic is undermined. However, it is prudent also to acknowledge the fallibility of the log, which unsurprisingly does not provide unproblematic access to the past. 46 However, the omission of these stowaways from the standard account of the Windrush represents neither the most significant, nor the most striking absence from the record of the 492 migrants. The passenger log, with its omissions, inaccuracies and ambiguities, nevertheless reveals the Jamaican passengers as only half a story; the total listed passengers-and these include Wauchope and Johnson, though not, it would seem, the other stowaways-actually add up to 1027, more than double the figure suggested in the standard accounts. Mark Stein, author of Black British Literature, visited the Museum of London exhibition 'Windrush: Sea Change' in 1998 47 and apparently saw the passenger log on loan from the Public Record Office. He erroneously records the total tally of passengers as '1024', though quite correctly states that 'It is common to mention only the 492 West Indian migrants'. 48 It is revealing then that having discovered the unsettling nature of the log, Stein is compelled to bury these previously hidden details within the notes at the end of the text. Only by marginalising what is already repeatedly not said about the Windrush can Stein retain this moment of arrival as the uncomplicated origin of post-war postcolonial migration and thus substantiate the received narrative of black Britain that his study hopes to reproduce. Thus in Stein's account, the Windrush is apparently able to retain its mythic role of inauguration, making a significant, and of course expected, appearance at the threshold of his text. 49 Just as the ending of Stein's study would seem to unsettle the foundations of this originary narrative, so too the ending of the log disturbs another facet of the Windrush myth. Before we forget the stowaway Samuel Johnson, the 1027th passenger recorded in the log, it is worth noting his 'Country of last Permanent Residence', Trinidad. As this suggests, the uncomplicated route of the Windrush from Kingston to London, with its homogenised carriage of Jamaicans, represents too simple a story. Trinidad is in fact recorded as the first port of embarkation, followed then by Jamaica, Tampico, Havana, and Bermuda before the Empire Windrush finally crossed the Atlantic to dock at Tilbury. Moreover, the routes of those on board would seem to be even more complex. At least 70 passengers record Trinidad as their 'Country of last Permanent Residence', while others name British Guiana, St Lucia, Uganda, Kenya, Barbados, Italy, and even Scotland, again unsettling the Jamaican focus of the Windrush myth. The log also records the intended final destination of each passenger, and while the majority of those on board nominate to settle in England, there are also those who suggest Scotland, 'Other parts of the British Empire' and elsewhere. London, and Britain, then would seem to represent an ambivalent centre. The journeys of these passengers are textually always in relation to, but not necessarily literally directed towards, the imperial metropolis. Thus while cultural histories of London quite rightly stress the significant impact of immigration and London's shifting hybrid identity, the extent to which London, or Britain, are textually inscribed as central should not be ignored.
Evidence of a less visible mass migration, which warrants some comment, is also documented in the passenger log and other contemporaneous documents. The passenger log records sixty-six migrants from Poland who had 'wandered from Siberia, via India, Australia, New Zealand and Africa to Mexico' 50 before finding passage on the Windrush. The log also records that all of these migrants from Poland intended to take up residence in England. The omission of this epic and largely ignored story from postcolonial interpretations is more telling than the meagre numbers suggest. Histories of Polish immigration tell of a presence on English soil since the 'late Middle Ages' 51 and by the late-nineteenth century an increased flow of migrants from Poland had established itself. 52 During the Second World War, Polish emigres arrived in large numbers, 53 and the dispersal of Poland's people and institutions led to the joke that 'Poland was the largest country in the world: its government was in London, its army was in Italy, and its population was in Siberia'. 54 Clearly though, much of its population was also in the United Kingdom:
The Poles settled primarily in the cities, overwhelmingly in London, but also in Birmingham, Manchester and, on a smaller scale, in Bradford, Wolverhampton, Leeds, Nottingham, Sheffield, Coventry, Leicester and Slough. 55 Census figures along with histories of the time describe a Polish post-war boom in immigration as significant as that represented by Caribbean, Indian, and Pakistani immigration-a significance that can also be extended to German and Italian immigrants, along with other European communities. 56 Restrictions imposed at borders, the shifting of those borders, and the crossings that were made bring into question the notion of a homogeneous nation. It must also be remembered that while these European, Caribbean, and Asian immigrations are part of the same historical moment, and while the events of the Second World War provided much of the impetus for the process of decolonisation, these communities nevertheless belong to largely different histories and have different historical relationships with the new host nation. Some of the motivation for discussing postcolonial immigration as a separate event in fact stems from racist British immigration policies and the resistance that these policies and a related assumed national identity necessitate, along with a corresponding experience of colonialism or imperialism 'out of which so many of the characteristic "racist" experiences and relationships in the modern world have developed'. 57 For those who wish to disturb homogeneous and reactionary forms of national identity, the 492 Jamaican migrants, more than half a century after their mythic arrival, confirm and celebrate the presence of ethnically diverse and unassimilable communities within the increasingly elastic borders of Britain's national identity. To return to this figure, to the 492, and to try instead to reclaim individual figures from the ever receding memory of history, it is revealing that the 492, who through their very repetition lose their quantitative meaning, and come to stand instead symbolically for the arrival of the Other, in fact seem to add up to 532. This number includes not just adult men-by the passenger log deemed to mean any male over the age of 12-but also women, boys, and girls, and, it would seem, families.
It is not my intention here to finalise or resolve these inconsistencies. The passenger log, too, only provides a textual access to the past, which itself can be disputed. As another conspicuous example, the famous calypsonian Aldwin 'Lord Kitchener' Roberts, actually from Trinidad, is counted among the Jamaican men. He claims he had only 'spent a couple of months in Jamaica'; this, if we are still counting, would take the Jamaican number down to 531. 58 It is rather that this far more complicated history confirms the mythic arrival as a significant moment of cultural transformation. The Windrush myth attains its symbolic resonance and power not through historical accuracy, but through the repeated inscription of this 'moment' on the national consciousness as a profound moment of cultural change that confirms, validates, and values the arrival and continuing presence of ethnically diverse communities. 
